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PREFACE

T

his book had its origins in the semi-annual undergraduate seminars on Leonardo
da Vinci that I taught at Syracuse Unversity in Florence until a couple of years
ago. Because of a fortunate discovery, I was for several years greatly interested in
Leonardo’s lost Battle of Anghiari in the Great Hall of what is now Palazzo Vecchio in
Florence and therefore made the acquaintance of Ingegnere (now Professor) Maurizio Seracini. He had been searching for the lost battle mural for decades and had produced
some extraordinary reconstructions of the walls of the Great Hall, on one of which Leonardo began it. And so I arranged for a number of my Leonardo classes to visit his studio,
known as Editech, so he could tell the students (and me) about his efforts to recover the
mural and show us some of his fascinating material. As Seracini had also produced some
extraordinary infrared reflectographs revealing the underdrawing of Leonardo’s Adoration
of the Magi, I asked him to show some of these to the students also.
During one of his more recent presentations, Professor Seracini showed us some other
material as well in order to demonstrate to the students how much can be learned about
works of art by means of special investigative techniques such as infrared reflectography
and x-ray photography. For example, he showed us some reflectographs of Leonardo’s
Annunciation in the Uffizi, by means of which we could see the corrections the artist
made in the face of the angel in that painting. He also showed us a delightful x-ray photograph of Raphael’s Lady with a Unicorn, in which anyone can see that the “unicorn” was
once a very sloppily painted dog, which obviously was not by Raphael.
Then he showed us an infrared reflectograph of the Mona Lisa (figs. 6 or 73). I shall
never forget the gasp of amazement that went up from the first group of students who saw
this reflectograph, let alone the astonishment that I experienced myself. There before our
disbelieving eyes was incontrovertible proof that the world’s most famous painting once
looked different. I can still remember the students pointing out several of the numerous
changes that Leonardo evidently made in this earlier version or state of the painting in
order to arrive at the one we know today. The reflectograph was followed by some x-ray
photos. In one of these (fig. 22) one can see two pairs of eyes, which at the time we all
supposed to belong to the present painting and an earlier version respectively. (I no longer
believe this.) In another we could see that the mouth in an earlier version of the painting
apparently was completely effaced. And it was clear to everyone that the face seen in the
x-ray photos was not the same face we see today.
About a month after the visit to Editech, the Leonardo seminar made one of its semiannual visits to the Louvre. There we chanced across the Museum’s newly released Au cœur
de La Joconde (Inside the Mona Lisa) in its fine bookstore. (I need to confess that it was
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